AVAILABLE
NOW AT

POWERFUL
DUST EXTRACTION
FO R A BREAT H OF FR ESH A IR
Sanding can be dusty and messy. But with Norton MeshPower
sanding discs you get virtually dust free sanding; meaning
a cleaner, healthier working environment, a better finish
and a much more comfortable sanding experience.
Norton MeshPower discs are a multi-functional abrasive,
designed with thousands of holes, created by the unique
open mesh backing. This mesh structure allows
powerful, effective dust extraction in any application.
Patented Norton No-Fil technology works to prevent
clogging for a better finish and longer life, saving
operators time and money. It also allows the grain
to wear evenly resulting in a finer scratch pattern,
and faster, more consistent results throughout
the product life.

KEY INDUSTRIES:
AEROSPACE | MARINE | TRANSPORTATION
AUTOMOTIVE | WIND ENERGY
KEY APPLICATIONS:
SURFACE PREPARATION | SANDING | FINISHING
www.nortonabrasives.com

ALUMINUM OXIDE
MESH DISCS
POWERFUL DUST EXTRACTION MEANS A CLEANER,
SAFER WORK ENVIRONMENT
We’ve answered the demands for a cleaner and safer working environment with
Norton MeshPower discs. The open construction of the mesh backing allows dust particles to
flow freely through the thousands of tiny holes, creating a virtually dust free sanding environment.
Better for your health, better for your application and better for your business!
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With a more rigid backing in coarser grits for heavy duty applications, to flexible, lighter weight backing
for flexibility on curves and contours, MeshPower will make your job faster, cleaner and more efficient.

GRIT

PART #

PKG./CASE

5" Norton MeshPower Aluminum Oxide Discs

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

80

NTN 636425-06451

50/200

120

NTN 636425-06452

50/200

• Mesh matrix backing is
comprised of thousands of
tiny holes

• Powerful dust extraction virtually eliminates harmful dust created by
sanding operations
• Allows for a cleaner, healthier working environment
• Reduces clean up time - a welcome benefit for any busy sander!

180

NTN 636425-06453

50/200

220

NTN 636425-06454*

50/200

240

NTN 636425-06455

50/200

320

NTN 636425-06456

50/200

• Prevents clogging for a consistent cut and longer product life
• Improves productivity and value for the money
• Offers a better, faster finish with finer scratch pattern

50/200
NTN 636425-06457
6" Norton MeshPower Aluminum Oxide Discs

• Norton No-Fil technology
is applied to the
abrasive grains
• Self-grip hook and loop
backing with no designated
hole pattern
• Open structure and premium
resin bond system

• Easy to align to any back-up pad - just apply and go!
• Can be used on a variety of materials, on machine, or by hand on flat or
contoured surfaces
• Can be used wet or dry for the perfect results

PART #

DIAMETER x THREAD

80

NTN 636425-06458

50/200

120

NTN 636425-06459

50/200

180

NTN 636425-06460

50/200

220

NTN 636425-06461*

50/200

240

NTN 636425-06462

50/200

320

NTN 636425-06463

50/200

50/200
NTN 636425-06464
* Non-Stock - please allow 4-6 week lead time.
Contact your Norton Representative for more
information on additional grit sizes.
400

ACCESSORIES
Norton Multi-Air NorGrip Back-Up Pads
5" x 5/16-24
NTN 666233-76000
6" x 5/16-24
NTN 636425-06160
Norton Multi-Air NorGrip Interface Pads
5"
NTN 636425-85864
6"
NTN 076607-19359

400

DENSITY

RPM

STD PKG.

Medium
Medium

15,000
15,000

5
5

½"
½"

8
12

TECH TIP
Increase performance even further by using the Norton
MeshPower discs with the Norton Multi-Air back-up
pads - it’s the ultimate dust extraction experience!

NATIONWIDE TO SERVE YOU!
800-999-0125 | AIMSUPPLY.COM
Multi‑Air, No‑Fil, NorGrip, Norton and “Reshaping Your World” are registered trademarks;
and MeshPower is a trademark of Saint‑Gobain Abrasives.
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